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Letter from Pastor Richard 
 
 
 

Unity in Troubled Times 
 

I’m sure that we have all seen the pictures 
of the Black Lives Matter protests that have 
taken place in the USA, here in Britain and in 
many other countries. The trigger was the 
murder of George Floyd by a police officer, 
and this highlighted the way that people 
from an ethnically black background may be 
treated. 
 

     Our first response, as Christians should 
be to deplore that action. We also need to 
state, in very clear terms that there is no 
place for racism in the church. The Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ is for 
people from every background and nation. There is a wonderful 
description of what heaven will be like in the last book of the Bible, 
Revelation: 
 

After this I looked, and there before me was a great multitude that no 
one could count, from every nation, tribe, people and language, 
standing before the throne and before the Lamb. They were wearing 
white robes and were holding palm branches in their hands. And they 
cried out in a loud voice: 

“Salvation belongs to our God, 
who sits on the throne, 
and to the Lamb.”             
(Revelation 7 v 10 – 11 (NIV)) 

 

     Therefore, we while here on earth are to welcome people from every 
nationality. And we are to celebrate the fact that we are one in Christ 
with brothers and sisters from every tribe, tongue and nation on earth. 
The General Secretary of the Baptist Union of Wales, Rev Judith Morris 
has sent a letter on the subject, which you can read on page 9. 
     It has been very encouraging to see the way that God has blessed us 
during this lockdown period. He has kept us together as a church, he has 
continued to provide for us financially, and many of you have testified of 
the way that He has been with you during this time. 
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       It is very likely that there will be restrictions with us for some time 
yet. We need to listen to and take notice of what those in government 
tell us. And so, we will continue to meet online. However, we are 
changing the way that we do things on Sundays from now on. At 11.00 
am we will have a service together on Zoom where we will read, pray, 
have some singing and hear from God’s word. This will last about 40 
minutes. There will then be a short break before having our Zoom 
fellowship together. Then at 4.00 pm on YouTube will be a new series 
called Sunday @4. This will be a live message from the Bible, which we 
trust will be applicable to those watching, and will be about 15 minutes 
in length. Please pray for that. Any feedback would be welcome too.  
 

     Let’s encourage ourselves with some verses from Galatians which 
speak of our unity both locally and internationally: 
 

There is neither Jew nor Gentile, neither slave nor free, nor is there 
male and female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus.   
        (Galatians 3 v 28 (NIV)) 
Love in Jesus,         Pastor Richard 

 

 
Time to Laugh! 

 

• Two friends were walking through a safari park when they come 
across a lion that has not eaten for days. The lion started chasing 
the two men. They ran as fast as they could, but one was getting 
tired and decided to stop and say a prayer, “Please turn this lion 
into a Christian, Lord!” He looked back, and saw his prayer was 
answered - the lion was on its knees!  He walked towards it, and 
sure enough, the lion too was saying a prayer: “Thank you Lord for 
the food I am about to receive.” 
 

• A man was talking to God. 
“God, how long is a million years?” 
 God answered, “To me, it's about a minute.”  

        “God, how much is a million dollars?” “To me, it's a penny.”  
        “God, may I have a penny?” “Wait a minute!” 
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Greetings from Doreen 
 

We can't lock down nature! This summer is glorious with an abundance 
of roses. Recent rain on sun-warmed earth is producing plentiful growth 
for farm crops. Strawberries are succulent and sweet. And, of course, 
weeds are also prolific. When we count our blessings, it is inevitable that 
we identify difficulties as well. To accept the inevitable is not easy! 
 

     Is Lockdown a protection? Yes. Is it a penalty? Yes. Old age, physical 
disability, school closures, all have a cost. We can feel as if we are losing 
our future! One lugubrious comment was, ‘It's like being in prison, in 
solitary confinement.’ At least we are still supplied from well-stocked 
supermarkets: abundant bread and flavoured water!! The future is 
uncertain. Restrictions will continue. Social distancing is not easy for 
humanity’s herd instinct. High-risk shielding continues until August. What 
if it continues even longer? 
 
     One of the biggest compliments I had as a teacher was from a child 
who said, ‘My little hand feels so safe in yours!’ Holding hands – with 
anyone – is no longer acceptable. John Keats wrote ‘Touch has memory.’ 
My Mam was a small lady, patient and kind. She used to say to me, ‘Keep 
hold of my hand, I'll keep you safe.’  
 
     I treasure her wedding ring which fitted on my little finger! Lockdown, 
and, thus, restrained shopping (!) have benefitted my waistline, but 
Mam's ring is now too big for my finger, and I wear it on a chain – which 
also holds a cross. Appropriate! Love, which birthed me, and Jesus’ love, 
by whose death and resurrection I rebirthed. (St John’s Gospel, chapter 
3.) Intended for our protection, has lockdown made us feel unsafe and 
insecure? What if there is another Covid19 spike? 
 
     We need to exchange ‘What if?’ for ‘Who if’ and relocate our hope in 
God. Consider this advice, from the Bible. ‘Trust in the Lord with all your 
heart, and lean not on your own understanding. In all your ways submit 
to Him and He WILL make your paths straight. Do not be wise in your 
own eyes, fear the Lord and shun evil.’  

 

 From Doreen, with love 
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“What a Friend we have in Jesus”  
 

This hymn is a favourite of many people. It expresses the confidence that 
we can have in bringing our prayers to the Lord, and that we can bring 
any and every situation to him. As we do so, we know his help and 
blessing. In fact, the hymnwriter tells us, if we don’t, then we miss out 
on the peace that God can give and cause ourselves needless pain. 
 

     The hymn was written by Joseph M. Scriven who was from 
Seapatrick, County Down, in Ireland. He wrote these words from his own 
personal experience – he was often in need of the peace and reassurance 
of the Lord in his life. He was educated at Trinity College in Dublin, and 
planned a career in the army, but was not able to join because of his 
poor health. He was due to marry in 1844, but on the day before the 
wedding, his fiancée died in a drowning accident. Not long after that he 
moved to Ontario in Canada and became a teacher. Once again, he 
planned to marry, but his bride-to-be died after an illness. 
 

     And so, it was in these circumstances that he wrote these lovely 
words: 

What a friend we have in Jesus,  
     all our sins and griefs to bear!   
What a privilege to carry 
     everything to God in prayer!   
O what peace we often forfeit,  
     O what needless pain we bear,   
all because we do not carry   
     everything to God in prayer!  
 

Have we trials and temptations?    
     Is there trouble anywhere?   
We should never be discouraged:    
     take it to the Lord in prayer.   
Can we find a friend so faithful,    
     who will all our sorrows share?   
Jesus knows our every weakness:    
     take it to the Lord in prayer.  
 

 Are we weak and heavy-laden,    
             burdened with a load of care?   
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Precious Saviour, still our refuge:    
     take it to the Lord in prayer.   
Do your friends despise, forsake you?    
     Take it to the Lord in prayer; in His arms  
He’ll take and shield you,    
     you will find a solace there. 
    

     These are words which we can use at the present time, as we 
consider the Coronavirus and all that it means for our lives. We can bring 
EVERYTHING about the situation to the Lord, knowing that he will hear 
and give us his peace. 
 

     I have recently heard from Christine Pearce, a good friend of the 
church, who has recently moved to West Wales. She has sent an extra 
verse to the hymn, which she heard sung at Greenfields Baptist Church 
in Llanelli. I don’t usually like verses added to hymns, but I think these 
words are appropriate for us: 
 

Are we worried by this crisis, 
     Wondering when it’s going to end? 
Worries shouldn’t overwhelm us, 
     Jesus is a faithful friend. 
He who calmed the stormy waters 
     Is the one to whom we pray. 
He will help us through this crisis, 
     He is with us night and day. 

Pastor Richard 

 
 

‘Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star’ 
 

 In 1805, Jane Taylor, a young lady from Suffolk, sat down and wrote 
the words of a nursery rhyme that would one day become known and 
loved around the world. ‘Twinkle, twinkle little star, how I wonder what 
you are!’  is simple enough for a little child to understand, but the nursery 
rhyme captures the sense of mystery and wonder that we all feel about 
those numerous pinpricks of light that twinkle in the vast black backdrop 
of the night sky. 
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The immensity of space, with its unfathomable number of stars, has 
captivated our attention and interest from time immemorial. Without 
telescopes or the distraction of artificial light, our forebears could observe 
and count up to 5000 stars, and amongst these they identified the 
constellations - groups of stars that, when lines are drawn from one to 
another, make up a picture—like a dot-to-dot drawing. These 
constellations have been charted and given names, some of which are 
mentioned in the Bible, as when the Lord asked Job … ‘Can you bind the 
chains of the Pleiades or loose the cords of Orion? Can you lead forth the 
constellations in their season, or guide the Bear with its children?’  
 

     The constellations aren’t always easy to spot because their positions 
change as they move slowly across the night sky, and different 
constellations appear in different seasons of the year. From the earliest 
times, those who studied the stars and their movements and began to 
create star maps and charts, which were then used by sailors and 
travellers to guide them as they travelled across uncharted open spaces 
on land and across the oceans. The increasing knowledge of the stars 
and constellations, along with the use of celestial navigation instruments, 
enabled adventurous sailors and travellers to accurately figure out their 
position on the earth, and chart their routes around the globe, long 
before the days of satellites and GPS units.  
   

     It is so reassuring for us to think that the constellations that dot the 
sky were not placed there randomly, but with precision and order, for the 
benefit and guidance of those travelling through unknown places and 
uncharted waters. How interesting that it was a star that appeared to the 
Magi in the east, and led them to the place where they could find the 
new-born Jesus, over 2000 years ago. And we too can be sure that all 
that happens in our lives isn’t random or purposeless, but is part of God’s 
plan for our good, and that He will lead us safely through uncharted 
waters if we put our trust in Him. 
 

     In recent centuries, the invention of the telescope has revealed so 
much more to us about the night sky, and astronomers in our day, with 
their highly sophisticated equipment, have calculated that the total 
number of stars is not in the thousands, nor in the millions, but between 
200-400  billion in our Milky Way  galaxy alone!  They also estimate that  
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there must be over 100 billion galaxies in the universe, each one 
containing hundreds of billions of stars. This is equivalent to the total 
number of grains of sand on every beach and in every desert in the world 
– truly mind-boggling figures! Psalm 147 tells us, ‘He counts the number 
of the stars; He gives names to them all’. When one considers the number 
of stars, that is an amazing thought, but the Bible also tells us that the 
Lord knows each one of us too, and not in a distant, impersonal way, for 
He knows us by name, and even knows the number of hairs on our 
heads! 
 

     In His love for us and His delight in revealing His Creation to us, the 
Lord has enabled us in recent years, through the use of ultra-powerful 
telescopes, to see an astonishing sight - the extraordinary beauty of the 
stars and galaxies. Far from being dull and uninteresting, the stars in 
their galaxies are truly stunning in appearance, glowing in all the colours 
of the rainbow, and spectacular in shape, like a magnificent, divinely 
engineered firework display against the backdrop of the cosmos.  
 

     Psalm 19 opens with the words ‘The heavens declare the glory of 
God, and the skies proclaim his handiwork.’ The incredible scale and 
beauty and design of all that lies above and beyond the Earth takes our 
breath away, and fills us with wonder at the Lord’s awesome power. In 
His Creation we truly see His glory! 
 

     In the final book and chapter of the Bible, Jesus describes Himself as 
‘the bright and morning star’. The morning star appears in the eastern 
sky just before sunrise, heralding the end of night and the coming of a 
new day. What an amazing picture of hope this is for us, when things 
seem dark and ominous. Let us keep trusting and looking up to Him who 
is the Light of the World ‘until the day dawns and the Morning Star rises 
in our hearts.’ 
 

     And may we grow to be as the prophet Daniel foretold…. “Those who 
are wise will shine like the brightness of the heavens, and those who lead 
many to righteousness, like the stars for ever and ever.”  
 

Amen! 
 

Jill Morley 
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A Letter from the General Secretary 
of the Baptist Union of Wales 

Dear Friends,  
 

Greetings from the Baptist Union of Wales.  
 

Black Lives Matter 
We were all horrified to read of the way in which George Floyd was killed 
in Minneapolis on Monday 25 May. Whilst being arrested on suspicion of 
using fake money, one of the police officers knelt on his neck for several 
minutes. Although Mr Floyd protested that he could not breathe, he 
choked to death. The police officer, Derek Chauvin, has lost his job and 
has been charged with murder. The other police officers who witnessed 
the event have also been charged with assisting in the murder of Mr 
Floyd.     
 

     As a result, thousands of people took to the streets throughout 
America including Washington, New York, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, 
Atlanta and Seattle. Tear gas was used in some cities to disperse the 
protestors and a curfew was imposed in other states. Thousands were 
arrested. Such protests were not seen since the murder of Dr Martin 
Luther King in 1968.  
 

      In a joint statement, the Bishop of Minnesota, the Right Reverend 
Brian N Prior, and Bishop elect Craig Love stated: “We are heartbroken 
and angry about the killing of George Floyd. This horrific act of violence 
reveals deep racial injustices that continue to be present in our common 
life. We want to express our thanks and support to those lay and ordained 
leaders who are protesting against this injustice and who are keeping 
vigil.”  
 

      Since then the protests have continued throughout the world and 
many have been held in Wales including Cardiff, Swansea, Caernarfon 
and Port Talbot. Unfortunately not all protests have been peaceful. We 
can understand the strength of feeling because we know not all is well in 
our own country as many people suffer from racial hatred on a daily 
basis.  At the beginning of May this year, it was reported that the level 
of racist incidents was increasing on trains leaving victims feeling unsafe 
in public places.  We have also been saddened by the Windrush scandal  
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where many black people who had lived in Britain for many, many years 
were suddenly deported to their country of birth. We are also fully aware, 
as data from the Home Office confirms, that black people are far more 
likely to be arrested than white people.   
 

     One of the root causes of racism is our inability to recognise the 
variety and richness of the human race.  Rather than rejoicing in our 
differences we have nurtured jealousy and hatred towards people who 
are different to us. Such hatred leads to what happened to George Floyd 
in Minneapolis. Ultimately it leads to governments attacking citizens on 
the basis of race, creed or colour. We only need to recall the ethnic 
cleansing that took place during the Second World War and more recently 
in Rwanda, the Balkans and Myanmar.  
 

     Three weeks ago we celebrated Pentecost when we recalled the 
outpouring of the driving presence of the Holy Spirit on the disciples and 
followers of Jesus. This was an experience that transformed a nervous 
bunch of people into confident and enthusiastic apostles driving them to 
preach God’s word to the ends of the earth. Our prayer is that the Holy 
Spirit will drive us forward relentlessly to actively create a world that is 
entirely free of racism.  
 

Prayer: Our Father, we bring before you the people of America.  We 
remember especially the family of George Floyd and the families who 
have also lost loved ones in similar situations. We pray for Wales and the 
deep desire in our hearts to create a country that is free from racism. 
Forgive us the racism that exists in our hearts and in our world. We give 
thanks for those who raise their voices against injustice and who work 
diligently for all who are oppressed. Cleanse our hearts of this evil so that 
we may we see your divine reflection in our brothers and sisters whatever 
the colour of their skin. Amen.  
 

Yours in Christ 

 
Judith Morris 
General Secretary  
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The Queen of Gospel Music – Part Five 
Fanny Crosby, who was born 200 years ago this year, was one of the 
most remarkable hymn-writers the world has ever known. Perhaps, like 
me, you have marvelled at how a woman, blind from early infancy, living 
without any of the technology or other aids that would be available to 
her today, was able to write over 8,000 gospel songs and hymns. You 
may then be astonished then to learn that, in fact, Fanny did not even 
see hymn-writing as her main activity! Instead, she always believed that 
her true vocation was her ‘rescue work’ with inner city missions.  
 

     Fanny Crosby lived for much of her adult life in the deprived slums of 
Manhattan, and she was deeply aware of the terrible poverty, both 
spiritual and material, of the immigrant and other communities around 
her. As she recalled, “From the time I received my first cheque for my 
poems, I made up my mind to open my hand wide to those who needed 
assistance.”  Fanny had no desire for riches of her own, nor any interest 
in receiving honours, and if she received payments for public 
appearances, she would often immediately give them away. During the 
years of her marriage she and her husband Van would regularly organize 
concerts to raise funds for the poor.  
 

     Fanny had written many of her best-known hymns and songs 
specifically for particular missions or outreach events. In 1868 she was 
inspired to write ‘Pass Me Not, O Gentle Saviour’ after speaking at an 
outreach service at the Manhattan Prison, where she overhead some 
prisoners voicing their hope that Jesus would not pass them by. The 
song’s simple, pleading words had enormous impact, and are reminiscent 
of Jesus’s encounters with beggars and lepers in the Gospels:  
 

Pass me not, O gentle Saviour, Hear my humble cry.  
While on others Thou art calling. Do not pass me by! 

 

     This was Fanny’s first hymn to become popular internationally when 
the song was used by the musician Ira Sankey and the evangelist Dwight 
Moody in their British campaign in 1874. According to Sankey, ‘No hymn 
was more popular at the meetings in London than this one.’ The following 
year, Fanny wrote ‘More Like Jesus would I be’ for the sixth anniversary 
of the nondenominational ‘Howard Mission and Home for Little 
Wanderers’.  This humble but memorable hymn  is a wonderful example 
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of Fanny’s great gift of communication, sharing so eloquently both her 
deep knowledge of the Bible and her close walk with the Lord:  

If He hears the raven’s cry, if His ever-watchful eye 
Marks the sparrows when they fall, Surely He will hear my call! 
He will teach me how to live, all my sinful thoughts forgive; 
Pure in heart I still would be; Let my Saviour dwell in me. 

 

     Gradually Fanny increased her personal involvement in evangelistic 
‘rescue work’. In July 1869, she shared her testimony at a weekly 
meeting of the New York City Mission, and was greatly moved when a 
young man gave his heart to the Lord. From this incident came the words 
of another well-loved song, with its powerful and urgent opening lines 
that were subsequently described by Ira Sankey as ‘a battle cry for the 
great army of Christian workers throughout the world.’ 
 

Rescue the perishing, care for the dying, 
Snatch them in pity from sin and the grave; 
Weep o’er the erring one, lift up the fallen, 
Tell them of Jesus, the mighty to save.  

 

     When she was 60, Fanny decided to devote the remainder of her life 
to home missionary work, and she threw herself into the activities of 
numerous inner city rescue missions, where she was known to all as 
‘Aunty Fanny’. One mission was the ‘Helping Hand for Men in Manhattan’ 
(known as the Water Street Mission), which was founded Jerry MacAuley, 
a former alcoholic and thief, and his wife Maria, an ex-prostitute. Fanny 
attended meetings, listening to and counselling all those who came in. 
When John MacAuley died in 1884, she was inspired to write a poem, 
later set to music, which summed up her heart for those she was trying 
to help.  
   Lord, behold in Thy compassion, those who kneel before Thee now; 
   They are in a sad condition, none can help them, Lord, but Thou. 
   They are lost, but do not leave them in their dreary path to roam; 
   There is pardon, precious pardon, if to Thee by faith they come.   

The work was so important, how could she stop? She didn’t.  In May 
1911, for example, Fanny, now 91, addressed 5,000 people at a public 
meeting held in Carnegie Hall, which was then, as now, one of New York’s 
most prestigious venues. What an amazing woman she was!         

Clare Hopkins   
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Fat Free Carrot Cake  
If you enjoyed last month’s fat free fruit loaf here is a healthy twist on 
this classic cake which really does pack a nutritious punch. 
 

Ingredients 
 

180g oats 
2 tsp baking powder 
1 tsp cinnamon 
1/8 tsp nutmeg 
50g walnut pieces + 25g for top of cake 
350g carrots 
6 large/ 180ml egg whites 
2 whole eggs 
125g low fat vanilla yoghurt 
1 tsp vanilla essence 
100g finely chopped dates 
Olive oil spray 

 
Method 

 

Preheat oven to 180o C/Gas Mark 4/350o F. 
Mix dry ingredients together in a large bowl. 
Peel and grate carrots. 
Blend egg whites, eggs, yoghurt and vanilla essence in a jug 
blender.  
Add dry ingredients along with carrot and dates. 
Spray olive oil around edges of a non-stick cake pan, preferably 
shallow and pour batter in.  
Top with more walnuts and lightly dust with cinnamon. 
Bake for approximately 45 minutes, or when an inserted skewer 
comes out clean. 
Allow to cool for about 15 minutes before turning onto a 
wire rack and cutting into slices. 

 

This takes a little longer to prepare than last month’s fruit loaf but is 
worth the extra time, and it doesn’t need flour.   

Priscilla Pearson 
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Please Pray for… 
• Please continue to pray for all who are ill with Covid-19; for the 

families and friends of all who have lost their lives; and for those 
struggling with loneliness and unemployment. 

• Pray for our nation as the lockdown is gradually lifted, and for great 
wisdom for our politicians both national and local.  

• Pray that many will turn to God in this time of crisis.  
• Pray for Pastor Richard and Annmarie, that the Lord will keep them 

both safe as they continue to do His work. Pray for Pastor Richard 
that the Lord will give him all the strength he needs in his ministry, 
and for Annmarie for wisdom as to her return to work. 

• Pray for our leadership team, that the Lord will guide them as they 
look after the business of our Church.  

• Pray for each member of our church family while we are not able to 
meet, especially for those who live alone.  

• Pray for our local community, and for your own neighbours. 
• Pray for the work and safety of the Pontypool Food Bank and all its 

volunteers. 

• Pray for ‘our’ missionaries and Christian workers: Mike and Sue 
Martin in Exmouth; Margaret and Roy Collins-Reese in Toulouse; 
Sue and Dave Verwey in Japan; Dale and Naomi Norman with the 
Covenant Players.  

• Pray for ‘our’ care homes – Ty Bryn, Ty Ceirios, and the Regency 
Home - and especially for Ron Saunders in Plas-y-Garn.  

• Pray for all the children who usually attend our Church. May they 
not lose their habit of attending S Club, nor forget all that they have 
learned about Jesus.  

• Pray for those who are unwell or who are recovering from illness or 
accidents, including: Emma Attwell, Doreen Dixon, Lindsey Firth, 
Doreen Harrison, Helen Norman, Phil Norman, Janet Pollard, Ann 
Price, Jo Shanahan, Alwyn and Ann Stephens, Greta and Derek 
Wagg, Marion Webb, Malcolm Williams.   
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To all our dear Friends and Church Family 

 

Based on Government and Baptist Union of Wales 
recommendations, we have taken the difficult decision to 

cancel all meetings and services at this present time. 
 

Please contact us if you are in need of practical help and/or 
prayer.  

  

Each Sunday at 4.00 pm, and on Wednesdays, a message 
from God’s Word on our YouTube channel.  

  

Don’t forget there are plenty of sermons and encouraging 
articles on the website: www.trosnant.org  

 :  

Be safe, be blessed and keep praying! 
 

With love in Jesus, 
Pastor Richard and the Leadership Team 

 

*********** 
 

Contact Details 
 

Upper Trosnant Baptist Church 
Lower Bridge Street 
Pontypool  
Torfaen 
NP4 6JU 
 

Contact: Pastor Richard Miles 
Email: uppertrosnantbc@gmail.com  
Tel: 01495 751020                               www.trosnant.org 

http://www.trosnant.org/
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